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Abstract

Sequential covering strategies are commonly used in rule learning algorithms, as they apply separate and conquer approaches, in
which the task of finding a complete rule base is reduced to a sequence of subproblems; each solution to a subproblem consists in
adding a single rule. We propose an alternative for rule learning, namely the use of adaptive devices whose behavior is defined by
a dynamic set of rules. In order to integrate features from rule learning methods and adaptive technologies, this paper presents a
hybrid approach to learn classification rules, such that the set of rules is dynamically modified by adding or removing rules. The
results have been promising towards applying adaptive technology to learn rules directly from data.
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1. Introduction

Machine learning is concerned about the construction of computer programs that automatically improve with expe-
rience1. Similarly, pattern recognition is interested in the automatic discovery of regularities in data through computer
algorithms and the later application of such regularities as decision making actions, such as different data categoriza-
tions2. Adaptive technology refers to the use of techniques and devices which are expected to react to given inputs by
autonomously modifying their own behavior6. In a broad sense, computers learn when there is a behavioral change in
order to better perform a specific task. Inspired by previous works on these areas5,3,4, we demonstrate how to behavior
of learning systems can be dynamically adjusted by using adaptive techniques. A direct advantage on incorporating
adaptivity in learning methods consists on covering a fundamental aspect of learning itself: the dynamic adaptation
of the set of rules based on interactions with the environment7. Additionally, the use of adaptive technology might be
more expressive than traditional mthods6.
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This paper presents a hybrid approach to extract rules from data using adaptive technologies and supervised learn-
ing techniques, such as learning if-then rules from data. The approach is based on sequential covering strategies which
involves problem decomposition: the task of finding a complete rule base is reduced to a sequence of subproblems in
which the solution to each subproblem is a single rule. The global solution gathers all partial solutions8. Additionally,
the self-modification feature of adaptive rule-driven devices allows an iterative knowledge inspection, adding rules
that improve predictions on the rule base and also replacing one or more rules in order to simplify the knowledge.
Algorithms AQ9 and CN210 implement this strategy.

Adaptive technology has been successfully used in pattern recognition and machine learning. Pistori and Neto11

propose a decision tree induction algorithm using adaptive techniques, combining syntactic and statistical strategies.
In12, Pistori presents an adaptive automaton as device for an automatic recognition process of sign language. Adaptive
automata are also reported to be used in syntactic pattern recognition of shapes13 and in construction of hybrid
maps for robot navigation14. Other applications of adaptive techniques include skin cancer recognition15 and optical
character recognition16.

2. Decision Rules

Decision rules are widely used to represent knowledge either obtained from data17. An if-then rule has a simple
construction; for instance, if an certain object swims and has scales, then such object is a fish. Rule-based methods are
fundamental do expert systems in artificial intelligence, where classes can be characterized by general relationships
among entities. Here we shall focus on a broad class of if-then rules for representing and learning such relationships.
The general form of a if-then rule is P→ Q or if P then Q, where:

• P is a proposition that can contain a conjuntion of n arbitrary attribute/value pairs, P = condition1 ∧ . . . ∧
conditionn. It is important to observe that n is known as the rule length.
• Q is the value of the categorical target attribute.

2.1. Rule-based methods

According to Mitchell1, a possible approach to learn sets of rules involves learning a decision tree through an
induction algorithm, such as ID318, followed by a translation of such tree to an equivalent set of rules. A decision
tree can be mapped to a set of rules, transforming each branch into a rule, i.e, each path from the root to one leaf
corresponds to a rule. A popular technique is called sequential covering. The following steps show a sketch of how a
general set covering algorithm works17:

1. Create a rule that covers some examples of a certain class an does not cover any examples of other classes.
2. Remove covered examples from training data.
3. If there are some examples not covered by any rule, go to step 1.

These algorithms work through separate and conquer strategies, in which during each pass some examples of the
target concept are described by a single rule and then removed from the training data. A new candidate rule can
be created either by specialization or generalization; the former adds a new attribute/value pair to the rule condition,
while the latter removes an existing attribute/value pair from the rule condition. The set covering algorithm performs a
top-down or bottom-up search in the space of all possible rules. Each rule defines a rectangular region in the attribute
space.

A prototypical sequential covering algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. As reported by Mitchell1, Learn-one-
rule must return a single rule that covers at least some of the examples. Performance is a user-provided subroutine to
evaluate the rule quality. This covering algorithm learns rules until it can no longer learn a rule whose performance
is above the give threshold. Common evaluation functions include1 relative frequency, m-estimate of accuracy and
entropy. For instance, we use a relative frequency w where n denotes the number of examples the rule matches, and
nc denotes the number of examples that it classifies correctly. The relative frequency estimate of rule performance is
given by w = nc/n.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.procs.2017.05.396&domain=pdf
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Algorithm 1 Sequential Covering algorithm
procedure Sequential covering(target attributes, attributes, examples, threshold)

learned rules← {}
rule← Learn-one-rule(target attributes, attributes, examples)
while Performance(rules, examples) ≤ threshold do

learned rules← learned rules + rule
examples← examples − {examples correctly classified by rule}
learned rules← sort learned rules according to Performance over examples

end while
return learned rules

end procedure

3. Rule-Driven Adaptive Devices

A rule-driven device ND is any formal abstraction whose behavior is described by a rule set that maps each possible
configuration into a corresponding following one. The complete formulation is be found in7. An adaptive rule-driven
device AD = (ND0,AM) associates an initial subjacent rule-driven device ND0, to some adaptive mechanism AM,
that can dynamically change its behavior by modifying its defining rules. That is accomplished by executing non-null
adaptive actions chosen from sets BA and AA of adaptive actions. Adaptive actions in BA and AA call functions that
map AD’s current set ARt of adaptive rules into ARt+1 by inserting to and removing adaptive rules ar from AM. Let
AR be the set of all possible sets of adaptive rules for AD. Any ak ∈ AR maps the current set of rules ARt ∈ AR into
ARt+1 ∈ AR,ADk = (Ck,ARk, S , ck, A,NA,BA,AA), where:

• Ck is its set of k possible configurations in step k,
• ARk is its set of all possible sets of adaptive rules for AD, ARk ⊆ BA ×C × S ×C × NA × AA,
• S is its set of valid input stimuli, and ε ∈ C and it denotes an empty stimulus,
• ck ∈ Ck is its initial configuration,
• A ⊆ C is its set of final configurations,
• NA is its set all possible output symbols of ND, and
• BA and AA are adaptive actions.

Adaptive actions may be defined as abstractions called adaptive functions, in a similar usage as function calls and
function declarations in a usual programming language. In order to specifying adaptive functions, further information
is needed: the name of the corresponding adaptive function, the set of parameters to be used, the elementary adaptive
actions to be applied and the parameters, variables and generators to be employed. An adaptive functions assumes
the form Ai(〈parameters〉){〈list of elementary adaptive actions〉}.

An elementary adaptive action denotes an operation to be performed on the set of rules. The format of an elemen-
tary adaptive action is presented as (? | − | +)〈pattern〉. Note that pattern orresponds to the representation of a rule
ak ∈ AR. The notation ?(pattern), −(pattern), and +(pattern) represents search, removal and insertion of adaptive rules
that follow the pattern template, respectively. In summary:

• ?(〈pattern〉): the action search for rules that obey a certain pattern.
• −(〈pattern〉): the action removes rules that match a certain pattern from the current set of rules.
• +(〈pattern〉): the action inserts a rule that corresponds to a certain pattern in the current set of rules.

For practical reasons, up to two adaptive actions are allowed in an adaptive rule7, such that one action is performed
prior to the execution of an underlying rule, and another action is performed after the execution.
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4. A Hybrid Method to Learn Rules

Our approach of an adaptivity model is inspired on the previous sequential covering description, with subtle yet
significant differences. According to Algorithm 1, subroutine Learn-one-rule accepts a set of positive and negative
training examples as input and returns as output a single rule that covers many of the positive examples and few of
the negative examples. We propose a modification to this subroutine, such that it now returns two rules that cover
both positive and negative examples (we have also renamed such subroutine to Learn-rules). We also have a different
treatment on the set of examples, such that Learn-rule is invoked on all available training examples and removing
positive or negative examples completely covered by the rule it learns, i.e, whenever relative frequency is 1.

The sequential covering strategy uses a greedy strategy that takes the best local actions where it iteratively learns a
single rule, so that each learned rule is added to the rule base. Generally, those rules being added in each iteration keep
being part of the rule base until the end of the learning process. Thus, our proposal aims to modify of the sequential
covering strategy, making it able to review already learned rules through adaptive functions. In each step, it is possible
to decide between two options:

1. add the rule that improves the prediction capability of the rule base (however, if it has a relative frequency lower
than 1, it could be marked for removal), or

2. add the best rule that replaces one or more rules of the rule base, as an attempt to increase the prediction capability,
when the relative frequency of the rule is 1.

A possible approach to implement the Learn-one-rule subroutine consists of organizing the hypothesis space
search similarly to ID3 algorithm’s behavior18, but restricting the search to the most promising tree branch at each
step. Our approach uses a breadth-first search to construct the next rule. Since the rule consequent must be the given
class (in this case, positive or negative), only the antecedent needs to be constructed; this is achieved by starting with
an empty antecedent and iteratively adding an attribute/value pair for all attribute values. The relative frequency is
used to rate candidate rules. This breadth-first search continues until the resulting rule is specific enough. In general,
the approach assumes that:

1. the algorithm obtains obtains a data set containing training examples as input,
2. the dataset consist of nominal attributes,
3. the attributes hold a predefined order, and
4. initially, the learner starts with an set of rules containing a single adaptive rule.

4.1. An example illustration the algorithm

For didactic purposes, we present an example on how the proposed method can be used to generate the classification
rules from a data set. In order to ease the understanding, we have selected a well-known data set proposed by
Quinlan18, named play tennis. It is presented in Fig. 1
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For practical reasons, up to two adaptive actions are allowed in an adaptive rule7, such that one action is performed
prior to the execution of an underlying rule, and another action is performed after the execution.
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Fig. 1. Training examples

4. A Hybrid Method to Learn Rules

Our approach of an adaptivity model is inspired on the previous sequential covering description, with subtle yet
significant differences. According to Algorithm 1, subroutine Learn-one-rule accepts a set of positive and negative
training examples as input and returns as output a single rule that covers many of the positive examples and few of
the negative examples. We propose a modification to this subroutine, such that it now returns two rules that cover
both positive and negative examples (we have also renamed such subroutine to Learn-rules). We also have a different
treatment on the set of examples, such that Learn-rule is invoked on all available training examples and removing
positive or negative examples completely covered by the rule it learns, i.e, whenever relative frequency is 1.

The sequential covering strategy uses a greedy strategy that takes the best local actions where it iteratively learns a
single rule, so that each learned rule is added to the rule base. Generally, those rules being added in each iteration keep
being part of the rule base until the end of the learning process. Thus, our proposal aims to modify of the sequential
covering strategy, making it able to review already learned rules through adaptive functions. In each step, it is possible
to decide between two options:

1. add the rule that improves the prediction capability of the rule base (however, if it has a relative frequency lower
than 1, it could be marked for removal), or

2. add the best rule that replaces one or more rules of the rule base, as an attempt to increase the prediction capability,
when the relative frequency of the rule is 1.

A possible approach to implement the Learn-one-rule subroutine consists of organizing the hypothesis space
search similarly to ID3 algorithm’s behavior18, but restricting the search to the most promising tree branch at each
step. Our approach uses a breadth-first search to construct the next rule. Since the rule consequent must be the given
class (in this case, positive or negative), only the antecedent needs to be constructed; this is achieved by starting with
an empty antecedent and iteratively adding an attribute/value pair for all attribute values. The relative frequency is
used to rate candidate rules. This breadth-first search continues until the resulting rule is specific enough. In general,
the approach assumes that:

1. the algorithm obtains obtains a data set containing training examples as input,
2. the dataset consist of nominal attributes,
3. the attributes hold a predefined order, and
4. initially, the learner starts with an set of rules containing a single adaptive rule.

4.1. An example illustration the algorithm

For didactic purposes, we present an example on how the proposed method can be used to generate the classification
rules from a data set. In order to ease the understanding, we have selected a well-known data set proposed by
Quinlan18, named play tennis. It is presented in Fig. 1
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Finding the first rule The main loop searches for a default rule Ri in a set of rules ARk. Default rule Ri is defined as
Ri = P→ Q (w)[Ai].

Initialization Initially, the set of rules is defined as AR0 = {R0 : P→ Q (1)[A0], R1 : P→ Q (w)[A1]}.

First step through the loop The relative frequency is computed for all candidate rules in the form P → Q (w), as
seen in Table 1 (D = {D1,D2, . . .D14}).

Table 1. Candidate rules to attribute outlook = {o1 = sunny, o2 = rain, o3 = overcast}

Input stimulus Search and application Adaptive action performed

s1 = o1 → yes (5/2)(D9,DD11) Let AR0 apply R1, call A1 A1(o1, yes,w = 2, 5){var1 =?(o1 → Q)(w),+(01 → yes (2, 5)[A2])}
s2 = o1 → no (5/3)(D1,D2,D8) Let AR1 apply R1, call A1 A1(o1, no,w = 1, 6){var2 =?(o1 → Q)(w),−(var),+(01 → no (1, 6)[A3])}
s3 = o2 → yes (5/3)(D4,D5,DD10) Let AR2 apply R1, call A1 A1(o2, yes,w = 1, 6){var3 =?(o2 → Q)(w),+(02 → yes (1, 6)[A4])}
s4 = o2 → no (5/2)(D6,DD14) Let AR3 apply R1, call A1 A1(o2, no,w = 2, 5){var4 =?(o2 → Q)(w)}
s5 = o3 → yes (4/4)(D3,D7,D12,D13) Let AR3 apply R0, call A0 A0(o3, yes,w = 1){var5 =?(o3 → Q)(w),+(03 → yes (1))}

1 var = NULL then add R2, AR0 → AR1
2 var = R2 and (w < t) then replace R2, AR1 → AR2
3 var = NULL then add R3, AR2 → AR3
4 var = R3 and (w > t) then do not anything
5 var = NULL then add R4, AR3 → AR4

After the first step the rule set is as follows:

AR4 = {
R0 : P → Q (1) [A0],
R1 : P → Q (w) [A1],
R2 : 01 ∧ α→ no (1,6) [A3],
R3 : 02 ∧ α→ yes (1,6) [A4],
R4 : 03 ∧ α→ yes (1) } This rule will not be modified, because it covers 100% of instances to outlook = overcast

The symbol α is used to represent any value in the attribute domain. This completes the first pass through the
inner loop in the sequential covering algorithm. Since there is still one uncovered remaining instance, another step is
performed in order to generate additional rules.

Second step through the loop The relative frequency is computed for all candidate rules (D = {D1,D2,D4,D5,D6,
D8,D9,D10,D11,D14}). See Table 2 for more details.

Table 2. Candidate rules to attribute outlook = {o1 = sunny, o2 = rain} and temperature = {t1 = hot, t2 = mild, y3 = cool}

Input stimulus Search and application of rules Adaptive action performed

s6 = o1 ∧ t1 → yes (5/1)(D9) Let AR4 apply R2 and call A3 var = R2 and (w > t) then do not anything
s7 = o1 ∧ t1 → no (5/2)(D1,D2) Let AR4 apply R2 and call A3 var = R2 and (w > t) then do not anything
s8 = o1 ∧ t2 → no (5/1)(D8) Let AR5 apply R2 and call A3 var = R2 and (w > t) then do not anything
s9 = o1 ∧ t3 → yes (5/1)(D11) Let AR5 apply R3 and call A4 var = R3 and (w > t) then do not anything
s10 = o2 ∧ t2 → yes (5/2)(D4,D10) Let AR5 apply R3 and call A4 var = R3 and (w > t) then do not anything
s11 = o2 ∧ t2 → no (5/1)(D14) Let AR5 apply R3 and call A4 var = R3 and (w > t) then do not anything
s12 = o2 ∧ t3 → yes (5/1)(D5) Let AR5 apply R3 and call A4 var = R3 and (w > t) then do not anything
s13 = o2 ∧ t3 → no (5/1)(D6) Let AR5 apply R3 and call A4 var = R3 and (w > t) then do not anything

After the loop, the set of rules is then updated by adding new rules. Nevertheless, set AR5 is not updated; based
on such result, we do not consider the attribute temperature in the upcoming iterations. This strategy follows until all
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instances have been covered. Intermediate steps were omitted for simplicity’s sake, as they were not relevant to the
method explanation.

Last step through the loop The relative frequency is computed for all candidate rules.

Let us assume that:

AR7 = {
R0 : P → Q (1) [A0],
R1 : P → Q (w) [A1],
R4 : 03 ∧ α→ yes (1),
R5 : 01 ∧ h1 → no (w) [A5],
R6 : 01 ∧ h2 → yes (w) [A6],
R7 : 02 ∧ w1 → no (w) [A7],
R8 : 02 ∧ w2 → yes (w) [A8] }

Note that all rules but R4 can be improved as new training instances become available.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presented an approach towards the definition of an adaptive learning algorithm to infer rules. This
approach is based on modifications of conventional sequential covering strategies in order to adapt acquired knowl-
edge during the learning process. Studies show that adaptive technologies allow rule set fitting. As future work,
comparative experiments with other sequential coverage algorithms are planned, in order to verify the model accu-
racy. Prospectively, we aim at studying algorithm adaptability when new examples are available, as well as cases that
missing values must be considered.
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Finding the first rule The main loop searches for a default rule Ri in a set of rules ARk. Default rule Ri is defined as
Ri = P→ Q (w)[Ai].

Initialization Initially, the set of rules is defined as AR0 = {R0 : P→ Q (1)[A0], R1 : P→ Q (w)[A1]}.

First step through the loop The relative frequency is computed for all candidate rules in the form P → Q (w), as
seen in Table 1 (D = {D1,D2, . . .D14}).

Table 1. Candidate rules to attribute outlook = {o1 = sunny, o2 = rain, o3 = overcast}

Input stimulus Search and application Adaptive action performed

s1 = o1 → yes (5/2)(D9,DD11) Let AR0 apply R1, call A1 A1(o1, yes,w = 2, 5){var1 =?(o1 → Q)(w),+(01 → yes (2, 5)[A2])}
s2 = o1 → no (5/3)(D1,D2,D8) Let AR1 apply R1, call A1 A1(o1, no,w = 1, 6){var2 =?(o1 → Q)(w),−(var),+(01 → no (1, 6)[A3])}
s3 = o2 → yes (5/3)(D4,D5,DD10) Let AR2 apply R1, call A1 A1(o2, yes,w = 1, 6){var3 =?(o2 → Q)(w),+(02 → yes (1, 6)[A4])}
s4 = o2 → no (5/2)(D6,DD14) Let AR3 apply R1, call A1 A1(o2, no,w = 2, 5){var4 =?(o2 → Q)(w)}
s5 = o3 → yes (4/4)(D3,D7,D12,D13) Let AR3 apply R0, call A0 A0(o3, yes,w = 1){var5 =?(o3 → Q)(w),+(03 → yes (1))}

1 var = NULL then add R2, AR0 → AR1
2 var = R2 and (w < t) then replace R2, AR1 → AR2
3 var = NULL then add R3, AR2 → AR3
4 var = R3 and (w > t) then do not anything
5 var = NULL then add R4, AR3 → AR4

After the first step the rule set is as follows:

AR4 = {
R0 : P → Q (1) [A0],
R1 : P → Q (w) [A1],
R2 : 01 ∧ α→ no (1,6) [A3],
R3 : 02 ∧ α→ yes (1,6) [A4],
R4 : 03 ∧ α→ yes (1) } This rule will not be modified, because it covers 100% of instances to outlook = overcast

The symbol α is used to represent any value in the attribute domain. This completes the first pass through the
inner loop in the sequential covering algorithm. Since there is still one uncovered remaining instance, another step is
performed in order to generate additional rules.

Second step through the loop The relative frequency is computed for all candidate rules (D = {D1,D2,D4,D5,D6,
D8,D9,D10,D11,D14}). See Table 2 for more details.

Table 2. Candidate rules to attribute outlook = {o1 = sunny, o2 = rain} and temperature = {t1 = hot, t2 = mild, y3 = cool}

Input stimulus Search and application of rules Adaptive action performed

s6 = o1 ∧ t1 → yes (5/1)(D9) Let AR4 apply R2 and call A3 var = R2 and (w > t) then do not anything
s7 = o1 ∧ t1 → no (5/2)(D1,D2) Let AR4 apply R2 and call A3 var = R2 and (w > t) then do not anything
s8 = o1 ∧ t2 → no (5/1)(D8) Let AR5 apply R2 and call A3 var = R2 and (w > t) then do not anything
s9 = o1 ∧ t3 → yes (5/1)(D11) Let AR5 apply R3 and call A4 var = R3 and (w > t) then do not anything
s10 = o2 ∧ t2 → yes (5/2)(D4,D10) Let AR5 apply R3 and call A4 var = R3 and (w > t) then do not anything
s11 = o2 ∧ t2 → no (5/1)(D14) Let AR5 apply R3 and call A4 var = R3 and (w > t) then do not anything
s12 = o2 ∧ t3 → yes (5/1)(D5) Let AR5 apply R3 and call A4 var = R3 and (w > t) then do not anything
s13 = o2 ∧ t3 → no (5/1)(D6) Let AR5 apply R3 and call A4 var = R3 and (w > t) then do not anything

After the loop, the set of rules is then updated by adding new rules. Nevertheless, set AR5 is not updated; based
on such result, we do not consider the attribute temperature in the upcoming iterations. This strategy follows until all
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instances have been covered. Intermediate steps were omitted for simplicity’s sake, as they were not relevant to the
method explanation.

Last step through the loop The relative frequency is computed for all candidate rules.

Let us assume that:

AR7 = {
R0 : P → Q (1) [A0],
R1 : P → Q (w) [A1],
R4 : 03 ∧ α→ yes (1),
R5 : 01 ∧ h1 → no (w) [A5],
R6 : 01 ∧ h2 → yes (w) [A6],
R7 : 02 ∧ w1 → no (w) [A7],
R8 : 02 ∧ w2 → yes (w) [A8] }

Note that all rules but R4 can be improved as new training instances become available.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presented an approach towards the definition of an adaptive learning algorithm to infer rules. This
approach is based on modifications of conventional sequential covering strategies in order to adapt acquired knowl-
edge during the learning process. Studies show that adaptive technologies allow rule set fitting. As future work,
comparative experiments with other sequential coverage algorithms are planned, in order to verify the model accu-
racy. Prospectively, we aim at studying algorithm adaptability when new examples are available, as well as cases that
missing values must be considered.
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